Although the number of English as a Second Language (ESL) students in United States colleges and universities has increased over the past decades, there has been no corresponding increase in the level of attention given to the special needs of these students in composition classrooms. ESL students are likely to be found in writing classrooms at any level, but ESL-trained instructors may or may not be trained in the teaching of ESL writing. Existing definitions of the field discourage teachers of composition from teaching or learning about ESL students. An alternative symbiotic model, however, situates second language writing studies in various instructional contexts, unlike the division of labor model which sees ESL writing as the responsibility of ESL specialists and not of composition professionals. The intersection model (which sees second language writing situated at the intersection of second language studies and composition studies) places second language writing as a subfield of second language studies. The symbiotic model sees the constituting disciplines as interdependent; second language writing provides more than a site of interaction between the two disciplines—it connects theory and research on second language writing with praxes that are situated in both second language and composition classrooms. This model can facilitate the development of research methodologies that are appropriate for the unique problems of composing in a second language. (Contains 4 figures and a table of models of second language writing.) (NKA)
Although the number of English as a Second Language (ESL) students in US colleges and universities has increased over the past few decades, there has not been a corresponding increase in the level of attention given to the special needs of these students in composition classrooms. For example, the distribution of ESL-trained teachers in college-level writing programs has been limited to some of the special ESL courses, while ESL students are likely to be found in writing classrooms at any level (see fig. 1). This tendency may be related to the way the field of second language writing has been positioned in relation to its neighboring disciplines. In this paper, I problematize existing definitions of the field—the division of labor model and the intersection model—that discourage teachers of composition from teaching or learning about ESL students. I will then propose an alternative model—the symbiotic model—that situates second language writing studies in various instructional contexts.

Figure 1 is a generalized representation of composition programs in four-year colleges and universities. Shaded areas represent the distribution of ESL-trained instructors, who may or may not be trained in the teaching of ESL writing (Roy). Writing centers and ESL programs outside of English department are not included in this diagram. Not all institutions have the same structure, and many do not have any ESL components.
Division of Labor Model

Teachers and administrators of composition tend to think that ESL writing is the responsibility of ESL specialists and not of composition professionals (Roy). This "division of labor" model (see fig. 2) views second language writing as part of second language studies. This model does not acknowledge some composition specialists' effort to help ESL writers, nor does it encourage interdisciplinary cooperation in addressing the needs of ESL writers (Santos, "Response").

Intersection Model

Others see second language writing as situated at the "intersection of second language studies and composition studies" (Silva, Leki, and Carson 1). Although this intersection model (see fig. 3) connects second language writing with composition studies in a significant way, it...
continues to see second language writing as a subfield of second language studies, which provides the methodological and disciplinary paradigm.

**Symbiotic Model**

Alternatively, the relationship between second language writing and its related disciplines can be characterized as a *symbiotic relationship*, in which the constituting disciplines are interdependent with one another (see fig. 4). In this *symbiotic model*, second language writing provides much more than a site of interaction between the two disciplines; it connects theory and research on second language writing with praxes that are situated in both second-language and composition classrooms.

Second language writing in the symbiotic model also has its own meta-discourse—discourse about its methodologies and its status in a cross-disciplinary context (e.g., this paper). In other words, second language writing is defined as an emerging discipline rather than a field within a discipline. This model can facilitate the development of research methodologies that are
appropriate for the unique problems of composing in a second language. It also points out the need to develop praxes situated in ESL and non-ESL writing classrooms alike.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Models of Second Language Writing: A Comparison Table</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Division of Labor</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| **binaries** | - L2 / L1; ESL / basic writing
- pragmatic / ideological
- science / critical theories | - L2 / writing
- ESL / "mainstream" | - L2 / writing
- praxis in L2 classrooms / praxis in writing classrooms |
| **site of research** | - L2 studies (borrowing findings and methodologies from comp studies)** | - intersection or L2 and comp studies* | - L2 studies
- comp studies
- second language writing |
| **teachers** | - ESL specialists | - teachers of ESL courses or sections | - all writing teachers*
- all ESL teachers |
| **site of praxes** | - ESL courses | - ESL writing courses and ESL sections of composition courses | - all writing courses*
- all ESL courses |
| **meta-discourse on discip. status** | - part of L2
- borrowed from composition | - part of L2
- borrowed from composition | - part of second language writing |
| **problems, inconsistencies** | - does not encourage interdisciplinary cooperation | - SLW is dependent on L2 studies
- SLW is still not part of comp | - not enough meta-discourse
- few studies situated in composition |
| **main sources** | *Johns; 'Roy; 'Santos, "Ideology" | *Silva; Silva, Leki, and Carson | *Matsuda |
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